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Abstrakt
Velmi rozšířeným prostředkem pro správu uživatelských účtů a řízení přístupu k výpočetní
infrastruktuře a službám je kombinace protokolů LDAP a Kerberos. Instalace jakož i samotná
správa sítě postavené nad těmito technologiemi však skýtá mnoho překážek. Jedním z řešení
je použití open-sourcové aplikace FreeIPA, která patří mezi takzvané řešení pro správu iden-
tit a bezpečnostních politik. FreeIPA výrazně usnadňuje práci s těmito protokoly od samot-
ného nasazení až po správu celého systému. Cílem této práce je rozšíření aplikace FreeIPA
o možnost použití read-only replik, které přispěje k snadnější a účinnější škálovatelnosti.
Abstract
LDAP and Kerberos together are widely used for management of user accounts and autho-
rization. The installation and administration of a system based on these protocols might
be difficult and full of obstacles. An open source solution exists that is capable of han-
dling the entire life cycle of such system. It is the FreeIPA identity management system.
FreeIPA significantly simplify the usage of LDAP and Kerberos from the administrator’s
point of view. This thesis focuses on extending the replication capabilities of FreeIPA by
adding a support for read-only replicas. The read-only replicas should improve scalability
features of FreeIPA controlled systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computers usage is steadily growing in current world. Especially bigger companies and
large global corporations tends to use hundreds and thousands of computers that are in-
terconnected in their private networks. But those machines need to be maintained and
administered. System administrators have to deal with many tasks: new machines has to
be enrolled into network while the old ones must be removed, users must be identified in
the system and their access to the system resources must be under control so that they are
not able to use inappropriate service or access any data that they come across. It’s also
quite important to log every execution of any of these tasks in order to backtrack steps
in case of system failures or intruders attack. So many tasks literally ask for system that
would help handle them and make the system administration more comfortable and less
error prone.
Importance of identity management is demonstrated by existence of several proprietary
solutions like Microsoft Active Directory, IBM Tivoli IM or Oracle IM. Besides those big
players also other solutions exist. One of them is open–source solution called FreeIPA. It is a
tool for centralized management and correlation of vital security information with attention
paid towards identity, policy and auditioning. Currently it is focusing on implementation
mainly for Unix/Linux world.
FreeIPA is focusing on solving identity management across enterprises and provide a re-
liable open source solution that is competitive to recently existing solutions. Since vendors
focused on Web identity management the solutions for central management in Unix/Linux
world remained less developed. This fact led in many organizations into development
of internal and proprietary solutions that ends in growing expenses and decreasing level
of compatibility with new technologies. Proprietary solutions can also hide vital security
information or make them hardly reachable. That makes it difficult to synchronize and
analyse such information effectively. FreeIPA on the other hand offers easy access to all se-
curity data it is managing and collecting. Additionally like the other open–source solutions
FreeIPA tends to be multi-platform. It does not force anyone to migrate all system to only
one platform therefore FreeIPA is vital for providing solutions in heterogeneous systems.
Many of the tasks FreeIPA is dealing with were already solved by other open–source
solutions. In such cases FreeIPA is trying to use such solutions instead of reinventing the
wheel. Backend for data storage relies on 389 Directory Server, time synchronization is
solved via NTP and access to services is authorized by MIT Kerberos. FreeIPA offers the
services of Dogtag certificate server that encapsulates CA and RA functionality and it is
also able to cooperate with DNS server.
FreeIPA is still under heavy development. One of the issues that need to be improved is
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data replication. Replication is very important for identity management solutions mainly
because they are supposed to be used by huge enterprises that are usually spread around
the world. This means that their databases must be error prone and always reachable which
is usually achieved via using redundant data storages and the data should be stored in a
way that would respect their geographical usage so that the traffic between offices will be
reduced. Currently there is a Multi-Master replication available in FreeIPA.
This thesis is supposed to investigate the possible solutions of introducing read-only
replica types into the FreeIPA environment. The new replica types should enrich the
replication topology and offer the administrators another options for scaling the system
while keeping everything under centralized control.
In order to be able to deal with FreeIPA’s data back-end the reader must get familiar
with directory services first. 389 Directory Server is an implementation of LDAP protocol.
Therefore there is a focus on the LDAP protocol in the first chapter. Its history is only
briefly mentioned and then it continues straight towards the definitions and explanations
of basic terms and principles of LDAP protocol. The second chapter mentions fundamental
parts of cryptography with respect to their usage in LDAP. This means describing the
SSL/TLS and also mentioning PKI environment. Third chapter focuses on the LDAP
implementation used by FreeIPA which is 389 Directory Server. Previously defined LDAP
terminology helps in explaining quickly the parameters of 389 DS. The rest of the chapter
focuses on its replication capabilities. The following chapter describes FreeIPA into detail
with special focus on the installation process and moves to two more chapters that are
focused on design and implementation. Lastly the results are evaluated and compared to
the existing solutions.
Execution of many procedures such as installation or configuration of software applica-
tions or systems will be mentioned. In all cases the procedures are supposed to be executed
in environment based on Fedora 18 64bit operation system [19] unless stated differently.
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Chapter 2
LDAP
All the information about hosts, users, policies, services etc. must be stored. Directory
services are usually used for that purpose and LDAP is one of them. The directory in that
case has the following meaning [12]:
”
The Directory is a collection of open systems which
cooperate to hold a logical database of information about a set of objects in the real world.“
The directory service is then a service that enables access and manipulation with the
information stored in one or more directories. For example DNS is also a directory service
but in this document it always means the LDAP.
2.1 History
LDAP means Lightweight Data Access Protocol and it is a simplification of more robust pro-
tocol called X.500 which was created back in 1980’s. The International Telecommunication
Union and ISO/IEC organizations were working on X.400 specification that was focusing
on email exchange and a requirement emerged for a solution to support name lookup in
email exchange. This requirement led to a creation of the new X.500 family of specifica-
tions. X.500 was intended to be able to address every object in the internet and it was
also designed to use the whole OSI stack. That made it fat and led to big consumption
of resources. Because of these problems a lightweight version of X.500 was created – the
LDAP. The LDAP is using TCP/IP communication and a reduced set of commands but it
has kept full compatibility with X.500. This fact caused that LDAP became the most used
directory service. The only part of X.500 that is still widely used is the X.509 specification
that focuses on security and is a base specification for public key infrastructure.
2.2 Data representation
LDAP defines both the methods for accessing the data and how the data are represented
but it does not define how to store or manipulate the data. The data are represented as a
hierarchy of objects. Those objects are called entries and they form a tree structure called
Directory Information Tree. DIT must have one root object which is sometimes called base
or suffix. Each entry then must have one parent entry and can have zero or more child
entries. Entries with same parent entry are called siblings. Every entry consists of at least
one objectClass and objectClass consists of attributes. ASN.1 is being used to describe
their characteristics. It is abstract syntax notation language that was also specified by
International Telecommunication Union for the purpose of describing and encoding rules
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for data representation. A variety of encoding rules exists while the LDAP is using the
Basic encoding rules.
Every entry must be named in order to be retrievable and storable. Their names must
respect the entries hierarchy in the DIT so every entry has a Distinguished Name which
is unique and unambiguously identifies the entry in DIT. The distinguished name of the
entry is formed by concatenation of its superior entry’s distinguished name and specially
nominated attribute value from the entry. The specially nominated attribute value is called
Relatively Distinguished Name and it must be distinguished only between sibling entries.
In June 2006 new RFC 4530 [29] appeared and introduced Universally Unique Identifier
– UUID. UUID is being used now together with DN. It has an advantage over DN – it is
unique across both the space and time. The UUID structure is based on RFC 4122 [6]. It
contains 16 octets. The first three most significant bits of the ninth octet serve as a variant
field while rest of the octet is contains higher part of the clock sequence field. Lower part
of clock sequence field is stored in tenth octet. First eight octets of the UUID forms the
time stamp field. The six highest octets then form the node field which is the spatially
unique node identifier.
Three types of entries exist: object entries, alias entries and compound entries. Object
entry could be considered as the regular one. It consists of attributes that contain some
value. Alias entries serve as a pointer to another object and therefore could be used to
interconnect sub-trees for example. Compound entries are aggregates of member entries.
Each member entry holds information about a particular part of the object. Members
of compound entries can not be pointed by aliases.
RDN: dc=example, dc=com
RDN: ou=people
RDN: cn=John Smith
attribute
attribute
DN: cn=John Smith,
ou=people, dc=example,
dc=com
cn=Paul West cn=James Bond
ou=vehicles
Figure 2.1: Example of DIT with highlighted RDNs and John Smith’s entry DN
2.2.1 Object class
Entry is an instance of at least one object class. The object classes can be viewed as a pack-
ages of attributes. Object class can also be an attribute and appear in search operation.
LDAP has many predefined object classes and users can define additional ones according to
their needs. Object classes define which attribute is mandatory or optional. When an ob-
ject class is derived from parent object class, the parent’s characteristics are inherited. The
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objectClasses: ( 2.5.6.0 NAME ’top’
DESC ’top of~the superclass chain’
ABSTRACT
MUST objectClass )
Figure 2.2: ObjectClass ’top’ [23]
parent object class is being called superclass. The superclass itself can be derived from an-
other superclasses and such a superclass-chain can lead up to the terminating ABSTRACT
object class top. The derived object class is called subclass. The subclasses can inherit
characteristics from multiple superclasses, but those superclasses must not be members
of the same superclass-chain.
There are three types of object classes [13]:
STRUCTURAL object class is defined to be used in structural specification of the DIT.
an entry is characterized by precisely one structural object class. If the object class is
a member of a superclass-chain, it must be the most subordinate object class of the
chain. Entries conforming to structural object classes should represent real-world
objects constrained by the object classes. The rules in DIT refer only to structural
object classes, that are also used to specify the position of the entry in the DIT. The
structural object classes together with DIT rules are also used to control the content
of the entries.
AUXILIARY they may be added to any convenient entry. Auxiliary object classes are
used for extending the entries by specifying additional mandatory and optional at-
tributes. The auxiliary object classes are descriptive of entries or classes of entries.
Therefore an entry may be a member of one or more auxiliary object classes besides
being member of a structural object class.
ABSTRACT they do not exist in real, example of ABSTRACT object class is top that
is used for terminating any hierarchy.
Every object class must have assigned its own OID – Object Identifier. OID is globally
unique number and it is also used for identifying attributes, matching rules etc. The
uniqueness is not enforced, therefore it should be achieved at least in applications that
are supposed to inter-operate with each other. OID is represented by numbers separated
by dots. It is being read from left to right and every number represents a node in a
tree. Leftmost number represents topmost node in the tree. New nodes can be set up by
registering them at the registration authority – IANA for example. Usually OIDs starting
with 2.5.6 (X.500’s predefined object classes) or 1.3.6.1.4.1 (prefix of OIDs registered by
IANA for private enterprises) could be met [23][27].
Example of object class definition 2.2 show abstract object class top that is define with
OID 2.5.6.0 and name ’top’ – both these values must be globally unique. Attribute DESC
contains description of object class, ABSTRACT symbolizes that it is abstract object class
and the MUST statement tells us that object class is a mandatory attribute of this object
class.
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attributetype ( 2.5.4.41 NAME ’name’
EQUALITY caseIgnoreMatch
SUBSTR caseIgnoreSubstringsMatch
SYNTAX 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.15{32768} )
Figure 2.3: Attribute ’name’ [23]
2.2.2 Attribute
Attributes are the cornerstones of object classes. Their characteristics are also defined by
ASN.1 and their names and OIDs must be globally unique. The definition of attribute can
be part of hierarchy and in that case the attribute inherits all of its parents properties.
an attribute can be included in more than one object classes. If an entry is supposed to use
an attribute, there must be the attribute’s object class included in the entry’s definition.
Every attribute must have defined its type and behaviour in certain conditions (for example
how should behave comparison operation).
Example of attribute definition 2.3 shows the name attribute. First of all the attribute
got assigned its globally unique OID and name, the EQUALITY sets the match rule for
situations when no wild-cards are used. SUBSTR sets the match rule for situations when
any wild-card is used. They both set the match rule to be case insensitive. The last
SYNTAX defines the attribute type and rules that apply to the data.
2.2.3 Schema
Definition of every attribute or object class that is supposed to be used by directory server
must be grouped in a directory schema. The schema contains both the standard LDAP
schema and the newly user defined schema. Constraints on data format and values is
imposed according to this schema and thus the integrity of data stored in directory is
maintained. Definitions are written in schema in the same manner as in the examples
above 2.2, 2.3.
2.3 Data distribution and operations over data
Directory services are supposed to work in distributed way because it was the only option
for making one information database worldwide usable. Component that maintains and
communicates the information from and into directory is called Directory System Agent
(they are being called simply server further in the text). One server can handle whole DIT
or part of it only and the information being handled does not have to be continuous.
In order to access directory information Directory User Agents (called clients further in
the text) are used. Clients allow user to access information despite he does not know where
exactly is the information stored. The communication between server and client is done via
Data Access Protocol which is LDAP in our case. Servers cooperate by use of distributed
operations. Protocol that provides inter server communication is called Directory System
Protocol.
LDAP works as a standard server-client protocol. Client sends requests to server. Server
executes or denies demanded operations and sends result messages back to client. Opera-
tions could be divided into two groups – interrogation operations and modify operations.
Interrogation operations could be viewed as a read-only operations:
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(cn=Babs Jensen)
(!(cn=Tim Howes))
(&(objectClass=Person)(|(sn=Jensen)(cn=Babs J*)))
(o=univ*of*mich*)
(seeAlso=)
Figure 2.4: Example of search filter [10]
• Read
• Compare
• Search
• List (subordinates)
• Abandon
Only the Abandon operation does not serve for getting information. Its purpose is to tell
server to interrupt (or redo if it was already done) requested operation. Search operation
is the most used one.
Search request must contain search criteria. Criteria are then used for basic search
of objects according to their location. One of the most used criterion is search base, that
specifies the location in directory from which the search begins. As a next criterion search
scope could be defined. It specifies the depth of search operation. Three search scopes are
recognized [28]:
BASE means zero depth. Searches only the base object. It is used for looking up particular
entries.
ONE LEVEL means searching only the direct subordinates of specified base object. The
base object itself is excluded from the search results.
SUBTREE means searching the base object and whole subtree, where the base object is
the topmost object.
Additionally filter may be applied to allow or exclude specific entries in the subtree.
Filter supports AND, OR and NOT logical operations. Result of the search could be either
false as none object matching the criteria was found or one or more objects matching the
criteria. Last level of filtering allow reducing the search output only to the particular
attributes.
Modify operations are then formed by create, update and delete operations – namely:
• Add Entry
• Delete Entry
• Modify Entry
• Modify DN
Modify operations require quite a lot of resources compared to relational databases.
Therefore they are supposed to store information that do not change frequently like names,
emails, addresses etc.
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2.4 Referrals and chaining
When user requests information that is handled by other server than the one he is com-
municating with, there are two variants of behaviour described. The server either lets the
client to find the data itself or it finds the data for the client. Both situations need rely on
referrals, but in a different way. In the first case the information may be requested using
referrals while in the second case a method called chaining is used.
2.4.1 Referral
In the first case of behaviour if the server that handles request is not able to response with
demanded information, but knows which server could posses such information it replies the
referral to that server. client then has to send the request to the other server.
According to its specification in [9] the referral is a result code indicating that the
contacted server cannot or will not perform the operation and that one or more other
servers may be able to. If the result code is set to referral, then the result contains also the
referral field that is sequence of URIs.
Figure 2.5: Sending a client request to a server using referrals [3]
If the client wishes to continue the operation, it contacts one of the supported services
found in the referral. If there are multiple URIs, then the client must assume that any
of them is supported. When following the URIs, client must take care that no loops between
servers occur and also it is prohibited to contact the same server repeatedly for the same
request with the same parameters.
2.4.2 Chaining
The second case is called chaining. The server forwards the request to other servers that
could have the information. The other servers either return the information or they forward
the request to another server. The server, that got the original request, waits for the result
and returns it to the client. There are two types of chaining – uni-chaining and multi-
chaining. In case of uni-chaining every server can forward the request to only one another
server. Multi-chaining supports forwarding to several servers from single server.
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Figure 2.6: Sending a client request to a server using chaining [3]
2.5 Replication models
Replication is an important part of any distributed system for storing information. In
the X.500 series is the replication described by X.525 specification [15]. X.525 describes
replication as an act of copying information from one server to another server. Two types
of replication are proposed – caching and shadowing. LDAP is using the shadowing type
of replication with details specified in RFC 4533 [30].
Caching replication means that server retains all information that are retrieved from dif-
ferent server when performing an operation for an user. Retained information could be then
used for resolving another user’s request. Such behaviour brings several problems. First
of all, every server is limited by available space for storing cached information. Secondly
no constant updating of information is provided therefore the information can get outdated
and thirdly confident information could be handed over to user without permissions to
access it.
Shadowing on the other hand is closer to the standard way of replication and therefore
is the primary scope of X.525 and it is also used by LDAP. Shadowing allows to select which
information should be replicated. Several server can contain same information what can
reduce the load and bring the information closer to user and thus reduce network traffic.
Distribution of same information between several servers also improves data availability
when one server fails.
Shadowing recognizes two types of server. Supplier and consumer. Supplier posses
the original information and shadows them to consumers. Consumers then provide these
information on request to client. Both types could be combined and create a Supplier-
Consumer server. This is very useful in geographically widely spread distributed systems.
It allow such a server to behave as consumer in respect to his superior server and also behave
as a Supplier to his subordinates so that the information, he gets from superior server, is
handed over by him to other consumer servers. There must be a shadowing agreement
established between two servers that want to shadow information between each other.
Shadowing agreement contains important information like identifier of the agreement
and version indicator, unit of replication to be shadowed, actions to be taken when agree-
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ment is terminated, how the update should be performed etc. Methods of performing the
update are also known as a Push- and Pull-model.
In the Push-model supplier takes initiative and tells when the data should be update.
Usually it happens on data change or periodically in fixed intervals. Pull-model on the
other hand is consumer dependent. The update is initiated by a consumer. Both models
will be now described more precisely from the point of view of RFC 4533 [30].
2.5.1 Pull-model
Pull-model is being called ’Poling for changes’ in RFC 4533. The consumer issues a syn-
chronization request in order to get its initial copy. The synchronization mode is set to
refreshOnly value and initial synchronization (copy of supplier’s DIT) takes place. At the
end of synchronization the consumer receives syncCookie that represents session state.
Then the consumer periodically reconnects to the provider and asks for synchronization.
At the end of synchronization consumer always receives the syncCookie. The syncCookie
contains time stamp that indicates the last change that was sent to the consumer. It plays
important role in periodic updates because it tells the supplier what data the consumer
received last time. At this point supplier can perform one or both synchronization phases –
the present and delete phase. The phases are distinguished according to the way how they
deal with deleted entries.
During the present phase the supplier sends the
”
recently“ modified entries to consumer.
Only UUIDs are sent for the existing but unmodified entries. Consumer recognizes the
deleted entries by their missing UUIDs in the synchronization.
The delete phase may be used when the server can reliably determine which entries in
the consumer copy are no longer present and when the number of entries is less than or
equal to the number of unchanged entries. In such case the supplier sends empty entries
only with their UUIDs for every entry to be deleted.
2.5.2 Push-model
Push-model is called ’Listening for changes’ in RFC. Initially the synchronization process
is same as in the Pull-model with only one expception: the synchronization mode is set to
refreshAndPersist.
At the end of initial synchronization the connection is not terminated. Every change to
supplier’s DIT is then propagated to consumer’s DIT via synchronization phase. The phases
and their conditions are the same as in the Pull-model. If the connection is interrupted,
then the consumer must detect it and reconnect to the supplier. This means running the
initialization phase again.
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Chapter 3
Cryptography
Data stored in directories can contain valuable and classified information. Therefore it
is very important to secure them. One of the main threads is eavesdropping during data
transport between servers or between client and server. LDAP is supposed to use Transport
Layer Security for that purposes. In order to be able to speak about TLS the Public Key
Infrastructure must be mentioned first. Then it is possible to proceed with explanation
of TLS itself and lastly the way LDAP is using TLS is mentioned.
3.1 PKI
Public Key Infrastructure was defined as a member of X.500 series of specification – the
X.509 specification. This infrastructure consist of hardware, software, procedures, people
and policies that are needed to manipulate with digital certificates. Certificate is digitally
signed public key that was signed by a Certification Authority. A format for storing cer-
tificates is defined by X.509. Additionally to the public key it contains information about
the key holder and about the CA that issued the certificate. Those certificates are then
used for identification of both sides of secured connection. Every certificate has defined its
validity time but if it gets compromised, the owner can request revocation of certificate.
The certificate is then put into CA’s Certificate Revocation List.
The certificates are using asymmetric cryptography for signing and verifying the valid-
ity of themselves. This means that the public key in a certificate is encrypted with the
CA’s private key. The CA’s private key has a corresponding public key that is saved in
a certificate called Root certificate. When anyone wants to use a certificate, he needs to
decrypt it with the CA’s root certificate what makes it clear, that the certificate was signed
by the CA. The root certificates are self-signed.
3.2 SSL/TLS
Secure Sockets Layer and its successor Transport Layer Security are cryptographic pro-
tocols. They provide security for communication over the internet. Both of them work
above the Transport Layer. They use asymmetric cryptography at the initial stage for key
exchange and then the symmetric cryptography is used. Usage of them prevents eavesdrop-
ping and tampering.
When both client and server decide to use TLS protocol, they start a handshake proce-
dure. The client tells the server a list of supported ciphers and hash functions. Server then
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chooses the strongest one and notifies client of the decision. After that the server identifies
itself to the client by sending its certificate to the client. At this stage client may contact
the CA of server’s certificate for validity confirmation before proceeding. Then the client
generates random number that will be used for generating the session keys. The random
number is encrypted with server’s public key and it is sent to the server (only the server can
decrypt the value). Both the client and server then uses the random number for generating
encryption and decryption keys that are used by the symmetric cryptography ciphers.
LDAP uses TLS secure connection. It can be used either by connecting to secure port
or by sending StartTLS extended request when connected via non-secure port. In the latter
case the client must not send any LDAP PDUs until startTLS response is received. The
client must always verify server’s identity. The TLS layer can be removed by sending and
receiving TLS closure alert.
The security strength of both SSL and TLS is considered as equal. The main differ-
ence between both protocols lays in the fact that whole SSL communication is encrypted
while TLS uses unencrypted communication for initial handshake and encryption is intro-
duced later. Generally the TLS is considered as better solution as it is newer, in correct
configuration supports FIPS standards and it is also backward compatible.
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Chapter 4
Kerberos
FreeIPA is an identity management application. One of its highly valued features is eSSO
– Enterprise Single Sign On. This features enables selected users in the enterprise to access
and use services without need to repetitive fill various login forms and thus submitting their
credentials over network. FreeIPA uses MIT Kerberos to provide the eSSO feature. The
usage of Kerberos complicates the design of new replicas as it brings in additional data
to replicate and some of these data must be kept under security constraints. This chapter
briefly describes how Kerberos works and also explains terms that are necessary for the
description of the new design.
Figure 4.1: Kerberos authentication [4]
Kerberos is a network authentication protocol working on basis of so called ’tickets’.
It allows authentication over non-secured networks while it enables proving of identity
of both communicating sides in a secure manner. It works in a client-server mode. The
communication is encrypted and based on Needham-Schroeder Symmetric Key Protocol.
Default port for Kerberos communication is 88. It was developed at MIT and first publicly
appeared in late 1980’s – Kerberos V4 (the preceding three version were just MIT internal
product), but since 1993 there’s Kerberos V5 that is being used till present days. In the
open source world two dominant implementations of Kerberos exist. The MIT Kerberos
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and Heimdal Kerberos (due to the U.S. restriction on export of security technologies the
MIT implementation could not be used outside USA). When mentioning Kerberos in scope
of this thesis, it is always the MIT implementation of Kerberos V5 as described in RFC
4120 [7].
4.1 Realms and principals
Realms are administrative domains that posses their own Kerberos databases. Such a database
contains information about all users, machines and services in the administrative domain.
The realm name is usually the same as the domain name of the part of network adminis-
tered by Kerberos with just all letters being upper case letters. Each realm must also have
its own Kerberos master server – the Key Distribution Center (KDC). Additional slave
servers may be used as well, but the slaves can posses only a read-only database [16].
Principals are strings that names entities. Such a named entity may be assigned a set
of credentials. The principal may be formed by up to three parts: primary/instance@realm.
The realm part is always used, but the usage of the primary and instance part depends on
the type of principal [16]:
user Primary part is the username, instance part may be omitted, but it can be also used
to describe the intended use of the credentials.
host Primary part is not used. The instance part contains fully qualified domain name that
must be resolvable. This is the reason why Kerberos must be used in environment
with resolvable host names.
service For services the primary part contains the service name. The rest is the same as
for user principals.
4.2 Authentication and Authorization
Kerberos is build on a principle that the user’s password is never transmitted over network.
During authentication the user must provide its username and password. Password is used
only locally to generate the user’s key. Username is sent to the Authentication Server (AS).
AS forwards the request to KDC (AS is located on the same machine as KDC). KDC looks
up the user and his password and uses the password to generate user’s key locally. At this
point both the client and server posses the user’s key.
Server generates Client/TGS Session key and sends it to the client. This key is en-
crypted by the user’s key and will be used for communication with Ticket Granting Server
(TGS). Client also receives newly generated Ticket Granting Ticket (TGT) that is en-
crypted by the TGS’s secret key. TGT contains ID of user, client’s network address, infor-
mation about time interval for that the ticket remains valid and the Client/TGS Session
key. Client is not able to decrypt the TGT because he has no access to the TGS’s secret
key. The TGT is a special ticket that allows the client to obtain additional tickets within
the same realm.
Authorization for services is done against TGS. The client requesting service sends two
messages to the TGS. First message contains the TGT and ID of the requested service.
Second message, the so called ’Authenticator’ contains the user’s ID and timestamp. It
is encrypted by the Client/TGS Session key. The TGS decrypts the TGT and gets the
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clients Client/TGS Session key, what allows TGS to decrypt the ’Authenticator’ message.
Those two messages give the TGS enough information to recognize the client and decide
whether he’s allowed to use selected service. As a response the client receives two messages
– first one is the Client-to-server ticket that posses similar set of information as the TGT,
just the key it posses is Client/Server Session Key. The second message contains only the
Client/Server Session Key encrypted by Client/TGS Session key.
At this point the client has enough information to request the service whenever he wants
to. To do that he contacts directly the Service Server (SS) and sends it the Client-to-server
ticket and another ’Authenticator’ message encrypted by Client/Server Session Key. SS
decrypts the ’Authenticator’ message, gets the timestamp from it and increments it. The
incremented message is then sent back encrypted by the Client/Server Session Key. Client
then just checks whether the timestamp was correctly updated. The success means that
the server can be trusted and the client is able to use the service.
Pure Needham-Schroeder Symmetric Key Protocol was prone to replay attacks. Ker-
beros is avoiding replay attacks by using timestamps in all of the ’Authenticator’ mes-
sages. Also the tickets validity is limited. This means that both the servers and clients
must have synchronized time, because any clock skew would lead to a denial of authen-
tication/authorization requests. In FreeIPA the Network Time Protocol is used for time
synchronization.
Additionally the Needham-Schroeder Protocol was improved by introducing pre-authentication.
Pre-authentication forces the client to inherit a timestamp encrypted by user’s key in the
initial request. The KDC is then able to decrypt the timestamp and thus confirm user’s
identity. Additionally it enables checking of time when the request was created and thus
provides defence against replay attacks.
4.3 GSSAPI
GSSAPI is an acronym for Generic Security Services Application Program Interface [31].
It is an application programming interface (API) that allows programs to access security
services. This API does not provide any security by itself but it enables different security
services to share common API thus enables applications to easily deploy and switch between
multiple security services.
Kerberos API has not been standardized and more of its implementations exist (MIT,
Heimdal, Microsoft). Therefore the Kerberos is mostly deployed in the applications via
GSSAPI.
4.4 Replicas in Kerberos
Preceding section mentioned several servers involved in the whole process of authentication
and authorization via Kerberos. In fact all of the instances (except SS) are part of the
same KDC, that also contains read-write Kerberos database. The KDC is a single point
of failure. In order to prevent such situations the Kerberos enables creation of slave KDCs
that contain read-only Kerberos database. This enables them to grant tickets, but they
are not able to execute administrative commands such as adding/removing principals or
changing user’s passwords.
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Chapter 5
389 Directory Server
389 Directory Server (further 389 DS only) is an open-source implementation of LDAP
directory server. 389 DS is an incarnation of University of Michigan slapd project that
was later overtaken by Netscape under the name Netscape Directory Server. Netscape was
later acquired by AOL who has sold the NDS to Sun Microsystems, but retained the rights.
Shortly after acquisition of AOL/Netscape by Red Hat much of the source code was released
as a free software under GPL. Rest of code was released under GPL six months later and the
project changed its name to Fedora Directory Server. Current name 389 Directory Server
was introduced in May 2009. The number 389 in its name is derived from the default LDAP
port number. [5], [20]
389 DS works as a daemon on UNIX systems. Clients communicate with the server using
LDAP protocol (the newest LDAPv3 is supported). The communication may be secured
by SSL/TLS. Due to the support of the startTLS operation even a communication on non-
secured port can by secured by TLS. The SSL/TLS could be also used for security functions
like integrity checking, digital signatures or mutual authentication between servers. 389 DS
is a multi-threaded application, therefore multiple clients can bind to the server over the
same network and at the same time. But if it grows to include large number of entries
and clients, the Directory server enables share the load between multiple directory servers
thanks to replication. Significant part of this chapter is devoted to 389 DS’s replication
capabilities. It is stated only for now that 389 DS supports multi-master replication.
root
cn=config o=schema o=monitor o=NetscapeRoot o=userRoot
Figure 5.1: Basic Directory Tree
Picture 5 shows the basic DIT that is created during installation of 389 DS. The subtree
cn=config contains information about server’s internal configuration. o=NetscapeRoot con-
tains configuration information of another Netscape servers. The another server could be
for example Administration server that takes care of authentication. cn=monitor contains
only server and databases monitoring statistics and cn=schema holds the schema of the
elements currently loaded in the server. o=userRoot is used for holding user database,
which is created with the provided suffix. It can be populated at installation time or later.
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The default DIT may be extended additionally with as many subtrees as user needs.
Berkeley DB is used for data storing. 389 DS implements an indexed and transacted
store that works as a layer over above the Berkeley DB storage manager. Berkeley DB
takes care of lower level functions like logging transactions and maintaining Btrees. Higher
level functions like indexing, querying or caching are handled by 389 DS’s back-end.
389 DS is also supporting data distribution. Directory can store data in different
databases on different machines. Data from different machines are linked via referrals.
Data retrieval from different databases is solved by chaining by default.
5.1 Replication terminology
Some terms used in 389 DS’s materials could be confusing or it is useful to explain them
more into detail. Main source of information for this section was [3], [5] and [21].
5.1.1 Replica and its typology
389 DS offers both the multi-master and master-client replication. Every server participat-
ing in replication is called replica. Three types of replica are distinguished:
• master
• hub
• consumer
The master replicas are the only ones that are writeable by LDAP clients. 389 DS
currently supports up to twenty masters. Push-model of replication is used. The push
is made after every update by default, but it can be set to push changes on a schedule.
The hubs (as shown in picture 5.2) and consumers can be only updated. Hub behaves
like a consumer from the master’s point of view while it behaves like a master from the
consumer’s point of view. Hub is usually used for load balancing and failover. Every master
replica has a 16 bit number called Replica ID that uniquely identifies each master. Read-
only replicas use number 65535 as their replica ID by default. Those IDs are being used
to distinguish which replica is responsible for what write operation. Such information is
valuable when solving replication conflicts, collisions and for debugging.
5.1.2 Chaining on update
Chaining in 389 DS’s terminology presents a database link. What means that if the
FreeIPA’s suffix is handled by a chaining backend then all the request on that suffix are
redirected to a server that is specified in chaining backend configuration. Specified target
server for chaining is being called farm server. Binds to the farm server are done with proxy
bind DN on user’s behalf. The bind DN must posses proxy rights. Chaining also has some
restrictions. One of them that might affect inexperienced users is if the ban on Directory
Manager’s DN. Operations done with this DN are not chained and they result in modifying
data only locally.
389 DS offers an option to configure the chaining to take place only for a modification
requests. It is handled via distribution function that only evaluates several conditions and
decides whether the operation should be chained or executed locally.
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Figure 5.2: Hub replica [3]
5.1.3 Entries naming and updating
Every created entry is assigned UUID. DN is considered as unreliable for usage in a multiple
server replication topology. Whenever an entry is changed, the operations is assigned
Change State Number (CSN). CSNs serve for unique identification of each update operation.
Four types of CSNs are distinguished according to the type update operation:
• value update
• value delete
• attribute delete
• name change
The CSN consists of four parts, but only three are used. The first part is a timestamp
in seconds, the second one is a sequence number (to guarantee uniqueness when there are
several operations in same time) and the third value is replica ID of the master replica that
executed the operation. Replica Update Vector (RUV) is used to keep track of maximal and
minimal CSN that has been sent to each replica. Every change must be stored in changelog
where it is indexed by its CSN. Changelog is a special database that is hidden to normal
LDAP operations and clients.
5.1.4 Tombstones
When an delete operation is performed, the deleted entry is not physically removed, but it
is transformed into a tombstone entry. Tombstone entries do not show up in regular search
operations. Special filter must be used in order to show them. Tombstone entries are
also renamed so that their original DNs can be reused. But the tombstones are not stored
forever. Garbage collector is used periodically to delete tombstones older than defined value
(by default one week). The interval of garbage collecting is also configurable (by default
one hour).
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5.1.5 Conflict resolution
Conflicts may occur during multi-master replication. They are usually caused by making
a change to the same entry on two different masters at the same time. 389 DS tries to
resolve every conflict by merging the changes, but if the changes collide, only the latest
change is accepted (the change with grater CSN). Still there are several corner cases left
that must be treated in different way.
Nice example of such a case is situation when a new child entry is added, but its parent
is deleted at the same time. The parent is then
”
resurrected“ what means transforming
an entry from a tombstone entry into a glue entry. Glue entry is a temporary minimalistic
entry and it is up to Administrator whether the entry will become a meaningful entry or
whether it will be deleted together with all of its child entries. Another kind of problem
is existence of two replicas with same Replica ID. This error is considered as fatal and the
operation is aborted.
5.2 Replication scenarios
Three types of replicas allows us to combine them into various topology that will suite our
needs in the best way. In this section the main cornerstone scenarios will be described. It
will give us basic overview of 389 DS replication capabilities.
5.2.1 Single-master
Single-master replication is the most basic scenario. Supplier is a read-write replica and
also holds a changelog while the consumers are read-only. The number of consumers that
a supplier can serve is limited only by the speed of the network connections and supplier’s
performance. Disadvantage of this scenario lays in its dependency on only one supplier.
This rules out failover and also reduces the number of consumers. Therefore it is hardly
usable in larger networks.
Figure 5.3: Singel-master replication [3] Figure 5.4: Multi-master replication –
the consumers can be updated by both
suppliers [3]
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dn: cn=replication manager,cn=config
objectClass: inetorgperson
objectClass: person
objectClass: top
cn: replication manager
sn: RM
userPassword: password
passwordExpirationTime: 20380119031407Z
nsIdleTimeout: 0
Figure 5.5: Supplier bind DN [5]
5.2.2 Multi-master
Multi-master scenario allows to interconnect a maximum of twenty supplier servers. The
number of hubs and consumers is limited only by the same conditions as in case of single-
master scenario. This allows creation of big networks. On the other hand it also means
that data can be updated simultaneously on different suppliers. The updates are then repli-
cated to the other suppliers. This increases the network traffic and also requires advanced
techniques for resolution of conflicts that may occur. Suppliers must have replication agree-
ments between each other. More than one replication agreement between two suppliers is
needed in case they are responsible for the same data. This also means that there are
necessary two directory server instances to take care of one multi-master replication.
5.2.3 Cascading
Cascading scenario uses hub replicas that behave both like a supplier and consumer. Such
a scenario becomes handy in environments with different quality of the network connections.
For example master server is in location a and it supplies data to consumers located in B
and C. Connection between a and B is slow, but connections between a and C and between
C and B are fast. Then a hub replica is created in C. Then hub is consuming data from
supplier in a and then supplies the data to consumers in C and B.
5.3 Setting up replication
Setting up the replication in 389 DS is not so difficult, but several criterion must be met.
First of all every consumer must have supplier bind DN, that is used by the supplier for
pushing the data into replica. Example 5.5 shows such a DN created in the cn=config
subtree. For a security reasons it is recommended to not use the cn=Directory Manager
for this purposes. In this example the expiration of the account is set to be unlimited.
The replica must also contain the suffix to be replicated. If it does not have one,
it must be created. As another step each supplier must create changelog for logging all
the replication actions. In next step the replica entry is created. Example 5.6 shows us
replication entry for a master server in multi-master replication. The differences from hub
and consumer are following:
• The nsds5replicaid attribute contains a number other than 65535, which is reserver
for hubs and consumers
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dn: cn=replica,cn=dc\=example\,dc\=com,cn=mapping tree,cn=config
objectclass: top
objectclass: nsds5replica
objectclass: extensibleObject
cn: replica
nsds5replicaroot: dc=example,dc=com
nsds5replicaid: 7
nsds5replicatype: 3
nsds5flags: 1
nsds5ReplicaPurgeDelay: 604800
nsds5ReplicaBindDN: cn=replication manager,cn=config
Figure 5.6: Supplier replica entry [5]
• The nsds5replicatype attribute is set to 3 what means read-write replica. For
read-only replicas the value is 2.
• The nsd5flags attribute value signals that the replica writes into changelog. Also
the hubs set this attribute to 1. The value for consumers is 0.
• The nsds5ReplicationBindDN attribute specifies the supplier bind DN that the sup-
plier uses for pushing data into this replica. This attribute is mandatory for con-
sumers, hubs and master servers in multi-master replication.
Last configuration step is to prepare the replication agreement. The replication agree-
ments are stored on the supplier servers only. Example of replication agreement is show
in 5.7. The agreement contains all necessary information for pushing the data into con-
sumers. Most of the attribute names are self-explaining. The nsds5replicatedattributelist
attribute sets which attributes should not be replicated. The filter is used for all incremen-
tal updates. If the similar nsDS5ReplicatedAttributeListTotal attritube is not set, then
the first named attribute is also used for the total updates, otherwise the secondly named
attribute is used for total updates.
The nsds5BeginReplicaRefresh attribute signals that immediate initialization of con-
sumer should be performed. The attribute is deleted after the initialization. Setting it
again will start the initialization what useful if the consumer gets into inconsistency for
example because of being oﬄine for a long time.
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dn: cn=ExampleAgreement,cn=replica,cn=dc\=example\,dc\=com, \\
cn=mapping tree,cn=config
objectclass: top
objectclass: nsds5ReplicationAgreement
cn: ExampleAgreement
nsds5replicahost: consumer1
nsds5replicaport: 389
nsds5ReplicaBindDN: cn=replication manager,cn=config
nsds5replicabindmethod: SIMPLE
nsds5replicaroot: dc=example,dc=com
description: agreement between supplier1 and consumer1
nsds5replicaupdateschedule: 0000-0500 1
nsds5replicatedattributelist: (objectclass=*) $ EXCLUDE authorityRevocationList
nsDS5ReplicatedAttributeListTotal: (objectclass=*) $ EXCLUDE accountUnlockTime
nsds5replicacredentials: secret
nsds5BeginReplicaRefresh: start
Figure 5.7: Replication agreement [5]
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Chapter 6
FreeIPA
FreeIPA’s goal is to simplify administrative overhead by uniting users, machines, services
and policies configuration in one place. To do that, FreeIPA creates a domain and all
the machines can use the same configuration just by joining the domain. It focuses on
identities, policies and relations and interactions between them. In order to store such
information a highly-customized and specific set of schema was created that defines set
of identity related entries in detail. 389 Directory Server is used as FreeIPA’s backend for
storing these entries.
The fact that FreeIPA is purposed for managing identities limits how the FreeIPA server
can be deployed. But it reduces number of problems – it makes FreeIPA simple, especially in
comparison with similar solution based on LDAP server only. The installation and configu-
ration is simple, only a unified set of commands can be used, so the potential administrators
can quickly master them.
FreeIPA is supposed to be deployed not only in a minor environment with fistful of ma-
chines but it is capable of managing large enterprises. Such kind of deployment can not
rely on single FreeIPA server and requires the FreeIPA to ofer some sort load balancing and
failover features. Currently this could be satisfied by multi-master replication. Current
replication capabilities of FreeIPA are the main topic of this chapter. At the beggining the
default schema of FreeIPA will be shown and explained for smoother understanding of the
interconnection between FreeIPA’s components and their basic functionality. But mostly
this chapter is focusing on the entire process of replica creation starting with master server
installation and basic configuration continuing to replica preparation and finally showing
how to manage replicas in FreeIPA . Such a scope was chosen because the installation pro-
cess has crucial impact on FreeIPA behaviour. All the information in this chapter comes
from [2] and experience with FreeIPA.
6.1 Structure
The schema on picture 6.1 presents the high level schema of FreeIPA. The central point is
the directory server that contains all information about users, groups, policies, rules, etc.
The other services are directly accessing the directory server. Some of the services are using
special plug-ins that were created to map their operations to the LDAP. Such an example
is the ipa-krb plug-in that wraps the operations Kerberos is doing over his database.
The Kerberos is responsible for authentication and authorization and it uses the direc-
tory server as its database. Further a CA might be deploy in FreeIPA. CA is also using
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Figure 6.1: Schema of FreeIPA server and client [11]
directory server as a storage but it has its own separate instance. Domain name resolution
is covered by DNS. FreeIPA is using the bind DNS server. DNS server is also storing all
the records in directory server. It uses its own plug-in called bind-dyndb-ldap to access the
database.
The HTTP server is deployed for two reasons. Both are related to administration. One
of them is to provide the Web UI for administration. The second one serves for handling
of requests the clients might send via administration tools. The administration tools are
written in Python and based on the FreeIPA’s API. They allow the clients to issue various
commands via XML-RPC and JSON-RPC. FreeIPA offers commands for every are it is
managing. an example is the command ipa user-add that creates new user and also
a Kerberos principal for him.
The FreeIPA’s client is basically the SSSD what is an acronym for System Security
Services Daemon. It is a set of daemons for various authentication mechanisms. Multiple
authentication mechanism could be handled simultaneously and FreeIPA is one of them.
The SSSD is capable of directly working with both directory server and Kerberos.
6.2 FreeIPA server installation
Installation of FreeIPA server is very simple and comfortable, but there are still some
requirements to be met. Most of the packages are installed as dependencies with the
FreeIPA packages, but if user wants to use DNS within FreeIPA, then the bind-dyndb-ldap
package must be installed additionally.
6.2.1 Requirements
The server’s hostname must be a fully-qualified domain name and must be resolvable to its
public IP address. The hostname must not be localhost or localhost6. If no functional
DNS is set, FreeIPA is capable of configuring DNS automatically. The hostname record
should be added into /etc/hosts file. FreeIPA is dependent on static networking. The
network service must be configured correctly and it is also recommended to disable Fedora’s
default networking service – Network Manager
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It is supposed that the target system is clean and without previous configuration for the
services that FreeIPA uses like DNS or Kerberos. Also no instances of 389 DS are allowed
to be installed on the server. Firewall must allow communication on all standard ports
of vital FreeIPA services (HTTP, Kerberos , LDAP, NTP, DNS etc.).
6.2.2 Installation script
Installation is then only a running of ipa-server-install script. The mandatory param-
eters are hostname of server, name of the LDAP server domain, name of Kerberos realm
that will be created for FreeIPA domain and password for administrator and Directory
Manager. Optionally the installation script can be told to set up DNS service within the
FreeIPA domain. The installation can be run in both unattended and interactive mode.
Additionally the installation script offers choice of CA incorporation in FreeIPA . There
are three ways how to do it. First one uses Dogtag Certificate System CA that provides
full range of certificate service. It is the default option. Second one still installs Dogtag,
but the Dogtag is set to be subordinate to an external CA and the last one uses self-signed
certificates and no CA is installed.
Right after the installation admin, as the only user in system, can get Kerberos cre-
dential via kinit command and start populating FreeIPA with users, hosts, rules etc. The
FreeIPA offers both command line and web interface.
6.3 Replica preparation and installation
Requirements for replica system are almost the same as for the first FreeIPA server. The
same packages with same dependencies as for the master server must be installed. Slight
change may occur in firewall configuration, especially when user decides to set up CA on
replica. In such case communication must be enabled on few more ports. The correct-
ness of firewall setting is checked by utility called ipa-replica-conncheck. The check is
executed for both replication directions, so even a wrong setting of master server is detected.
In order to install the replica it is necessary to obtain a replica information file. The
replica information file is created on the master FreeIPA server by running ipa-replica-prepare
command. The server can be told by additional parameter to add record for replica server
into DNS. This replica information file contains configuration information for a new replica
(realm name, domain name, hostname of master server, hostname of the new replica and
name of subject base) as well as necessary certificates for establishing secured connection
for LDAP and optionally for other services (together with PINs for those certificates if they
need them). All those data are packed into archive and encrypted be GPG. The resulting
file is named after the replica server hostname. Due to high sensitivity of the containing
information the replica information file must be handled cautiously. Usually the replica
information file is copied directly to the replica using SSH or other secured means of trans-
port. The file is also specific just and only for the replica for which it was created. It won’t
work on other replicas. If the Dogtag CA is used, it is possible to later prepare a replica
on a replica.
Replica can be easily installed on a target machine by running the ipa-replica-install
command with the replica information file specified as a mandatory argument. Prior to the
replica installation no FreeIPA server can be installed on the replica machine. Additionally
a load balancing for servers and replicas can be set by adding proper SRV records into DNS.
In case of replica installation, the installation of CA is optional and disabled by default.
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If user decides to install the CA later, he can do so by running ipa-ca-install script.
The situation with DNS is similar and the script for additional installation of DNS is called
ipa-dns-install.
The replica installation script is very similar to the script for master server installation.
The only difference is the need to establish certificates according to those delivered in replica
information file and set up replication. Replication is being set up via modifying entries
in cn=config according to steps described in 5.3. In order to do that replica must know
the password of master server Directory manager. In fact the whole installation process
supposes that all master servers use the same Directory manager password.
During installation the instances are installed in sequential order. First to be installed
is the NTP which is crucial mainly for later deployment of Kerberos. The directory server
follows with CA, Kerberos, HTTP and DNS. Each of the services must create a principal if
needed. The principal is created by calling directly a Kerberos command what is very un-
usual in FreeIPA environment. All the operations are done against the directory server that
is being installed. After successful set up of the replication the new entries are replicated
to the other master server thus the replica appears in the FreeIPA’s environment. At the
end of each of the services configuration an entry must be added to the replica container.
The purpose of such entries is to keep an information of what services are deployed on the
replica. Those information are also used by the FreeIPA control script when starting or
stopping the FreeIPA.
6.3.1 Replicas management
The replication agreements between replicas can be managed through only one command
– ipa-replica-manage. With this command a replication agreement between two servers
can be set or deleted. It can be also used for removing server entirely from the FreeIPA
replication topology (and from the FreeIPA domain as well).
ipa-replica-manage has two additional functions. First of them is forcing replication
from a specified server. Second function starts re-initialization. This is used when the
replica was off-line for a long period of time or when the database was corrupted.
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Chapter 7
Design
This thesis is trying to deal with the task of introducing read-only replicas into the FreeIPA
project. The FreeIPA is currently using only a multi-master replication topology of servers.
Such a solution offers full and direct availability of services for the clients. On the other
hand the multi-master replication model suffers from race conditions and a situation might
occur when it is not necessary or appropriate to provide selected services on each node.
Therefore it is necessary to introduce new replica types into FreeIPA. The new replica
types are hub and consumer. Before starting defining both the replica types in context
of FreeIPA the supposed use cases should be pointed out for the new replica types de-
ployment. Further in this chapter define the new types will be defined and the impacts
of the new replica types on the replication topology and also on the services that might be
provided by the new types of nodes will be discussed. Also some possible use cases for the
new nodes are noted.
Discussing the requirements and use cases it should be possible to point out the main
tasks to be fulfilled and also predict some of the problems that may appear. These informa-
tion shall be used to draw out a design of the replication extension of FreeIPA. Description
of implementation details and evaluation of fulfilment of requirements are described in next
chapters.
7.1 Use cases
New types of replicas should be used for extending the current replication topology. Two
most common use cases could be seen. Growing the topology horizontally and vertically.
Adding another node that is responsible for the same part of the network should be un-
derstood under the term of horizontal growth. If the whole office is served by one master
server, then the horizontal growth means deploying another server that takes care of that
part of a network. The clients then decide which server to contact according to the DNS
records.
The network can be growing horizontally even with current capabilities of FreeIPA– by
adding a new master node that has set up replication between himself and at least one
of the existing master nodes. Advantage of such solution is a full failover and scalability
of the load. On the other hand there is a problem with race conditions for example when
a client modifies his personal information while the admin is trying to do the same just on
a different node.
It might be handy to deploy a read-only replica that will shield off most of the load
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generated by standard users (Kerberos requests for tickets and directory server lookup)
and only the operations that require write access to the database will be forwarded to the
master node. This solution will also reduce the concurrency problem because the write
operations will be accumulated on a single master node.
The second use case is the vertical growth of replication topology. In this case the
network is being split into logical parts where each of the parts is supposed to be handled
by a dedicated node or multiple dedicated nodes. Each part could be then split into multiple
sub-parts that are subordinated to the origin part. This results in a replication chain where
each node that is superior to some parts must be able to push recent changes to the nodes
that are responsible for the subordinated parts.
This problem can be solved currently by deploying the master nodes only. Proper
configuration of their replication agreements can assure that a tree topology is formed. But
the concurrency problems described in previous use case remain. Such a vertically divided
topology is usually used for a large companies with geographically spread offices. They may
have some head offices were is also located their ICT department that is responsible for
identity management. Then there are plenty of other offices of different size and importance.
They can be called branch offices. The branch offices need access to the IdM services as
well, but they may suffer from bad connection between themselves and the head offices.
Deploying a master server in a branch office may cause a problems for a write operations
because it may take ages until the change is propagated to the head office and then to the
rest of the network. Additionally it poses a security threat. Security of the branch offices
may be on a lower level than in the head office and overtaking a master server located
in a branch office would allow the attacker to poison information in the entire company’s
network.
Deployment of the read-only replicas for the second use case could help to solve or at
least reduce some of the above mentioned problems. It could simplify the management of the
replication topology, reduce the network traffic that is connected to the write operations
and reduce the occasion of concurrency problems. Additionally it might slightly improve
the security as it will make it more difficult to inject data into the database.
7.2 Definition of Consumer and Hub replicas
The hub and the consumer nodes must be defined in scope of the FreeIPA before proceeding
further. In scope of this thesis both the hub and consumer are read-only replicas. First the
consumer node will be defined because the hub is a bit more complicated.
7.2.1 Consumer replica
The consumer is using its directory server instances in a consumer mode thus it is supposed
to be an end-point of the replication chain and also the access point for the clients. It
should be used directly by the clients and therefore it must be able to provide responses
to the client’s read requests. The write requests should be forwarded to the master server.
The ways how to forward the requests to a master server are described in next section 7.3.
The consumer should provide the basic functions of FreeIPA namely the authentication
and authorization. In order to do that it needs to run the KDC. All of the information
that KDC needs can be obtained from the directory server instance. Additionally NTP
and DNS might be available on the consumer, because the they are necessary for the
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proper functionality of Kerberos realm and they have not high requirements on the server
performance.
A service that should not be located on the consumer is a certificate authority server.
There are several reasons for that decision:
• Certificate authority server is rarely used in comparison to the KDC and directory
server lookups
• Function of certificate authority should be used mainly by the administrators only
• It is a security critical application and thus it should not be placed on the access-points
It is also disputable whether to provide the web interface on the consumers. Web
interface is useful only for the administrative tasks, therefore it should be used primarily
by the administrators and thus it makes sense to locate them only on the master servers.
Otherwise the write operations would have to be forwarded anyway. On the other hand
the regular users are using web UI to modify information about themselves and to change
their passwords. Standard web UI that is running on a master server could be easily used
for that. The only component that needs to access the FreeIPA is the SSSD client which
is able to do that via LDAP operations. Therefore the conclusion is to not deploy the web
UI on the consumers as well as any other services that require write access.
7.2.2 Hub replica
Hub replica node is inspired by the hub replica type in 389 DS. It serves as an interconnec-
tion between master and consumer nodes or between two different hubs or between hub and
consumer. hub node must be able to push the information stored in directory server to the
subordinated consumers or hubs. But any write request must be forwarded to the master
server. Unlike the consumer case there are several options how the hub replicas could be
implemented.
The branch office use case as described in 7.1 requires only the ability to push updates
from superior node to the subordinated nodes. This can be realized in multiple ways.
Currently a master server could be used instead of a hub. The achievement from the
functional point of view fits the needs for update pushing. In order to solve the problem
of race conditioning between so many master servers it would be necessary to hide these
hub-like replicas in replication topology what means that the clients will not be able to
connect to them or send any request directly to the hub-like replicas. Additionally the
subordinated consumer nodes would have to be configured to forward the write request
directly to the true master servers. This solution is usable and easy to implement but
results in a redundancy. A lot of services will be deployed across these hub-like replicas but
they will be never used.
Second option is to deploy FreeIPA with directory server in hub mode. The concurrency
problem is solved by the default behaviour of the hub node which forwards all write requests
to its superior server that does the same until the master server is reached. Basically the
idea of forwarding write requests is correct but in practice it generates a lot of network
traffic. The amount of traffic could be reduced by configuring the clients or end-point
replicas to contact directly the master servers in case of write requests.
Letting the clients send modification requests directly to the master nodes reduces the
importance of hub nodes and degrades them only to a directory servers that push the
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information to the subordinated nodes. It must be decided whether the hubs should be
accessed by any client and therefore whether any service should be deployed on the hub
node beside the directory server.
Some branch offices might need more than one consumer node being deployed there.
The reason could be that the office is large or that there is a demand for a special node
that will be used as a gateway to the outer network. If a separate replication channel is
kept between each of the consumers and their superior nodes in different location, then
a lot of network bandwidth will be consumed for transporting the same data to the same
destination. This can be improved by deploying a hub node in the branch office that is
responsible for distributing the data from superior node to other consumers.
Although the hub in the branch office is important, it might not be under heavy load due
to its location almost at the end of replication chain. Deploying some additional services
on the hub could be a good idea to make some use of the node’s hardware. The outcome
of the summary of use cases for the deployment of hub replicas is a requirement for the hub
replicas. They will be certainly a valuable piece of FreeIPA’s replication topology.
Figure 7.1: Use cases for consumer and hub replicas
7.3 Forwarding of write requests
One of the main questions when dealing with replicas is what replication method to use and
how could it affect the replicas. 389 DS offers two approaches to replication as described
in 5.1 – letting the referrals being handled by the replicas themselves (chaining) or letting
them being handled by the client himself.
The chaining option offers several advantages. The main advantage is the fact that the
whole process of referral handling is hidden from the clients. It is also more secure because
the connections used by FreeIPA are using GSSAPI together with TLS. Each replica on
the way does not send the referral to the first replica which was contacted by client but it
handles the referral on its own. Such a behaviour reduces the risk of following a referral
that could have been forged on its way to client. Additionally chaining makes it easier for
other clients and solutions to integrate with FreeIPA as they will not have to implement
their own solution for following the referrals. Disadvantage of the chaining is the increasing
load on each of the replicas that are lying in the chain. On the other hand the users will
be able to change their passwords only what is not so frequent operation thus the the load
on the replicas in chain will not become extreme.
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The second option of handling the referrals be client himself suffers mainly from the
fact that the client might end up binding to vast number of replicas until he reaches the
right one to execute the write operation on. The client also has to perform numerous bind
operations and there is an increasing risk of connecting to a forged server. The rebinds and
fetching of actual referrals will also consume some network bandwidth. last disadvantage
to mention is the need for any client that tries to integrate with FreeIPA to implement its
own secure way of following referrals.
Despite the mentioned advantages and disadvantages the current state of FreeIPA makes
selecting of either chaining or referral following almost equal. FreeIPA currently supports
only its own client – the SSSD, and the replication topologies are not so complex. Also the
content of each of the involved directory server instances is equal therefore not so many
referrals should be needed what reduces their impact on network bandwidth. But the
chaining option with its described capabilities seems to be more promising thus was chosen
to be used for setting up the replication on read-only replicas.
7.4 Tasks
The way how FreeIPA works is set up during installation. Therefore introduction of new
replica types means mainly modification of installation scripts and tools. The current
FreeIPA installation process is briefly described in 6.3. Firstly it is necessary to prepare
a replica installation file. It must be prepare on one of the master (read-write) servers. The
resulting file must be then copied over to the target machine that should be turned into
the replica. Precaution that must be met during the transport of replica information file
are described in 6.3 as well.
7.4.1 Modify preparation stage
The first script to be run when a new replica is about to be installed is the ipa-replica-
prepare. Regular tasks of that script are described in 6.3. The script requires write access
to the directory server therefore it could be run only on a read-write server. Preparation
of read-only replicas requires additional information to be passed to the script. It is nec-
essary to specify the type of the replica to be prepared and a farm server. Farm server is
the server that is superior to the newly created replica and that is responsible for pushing
updates to the directory server. The replica type of the farm server could be master or
hub. Consumer shall not become a farm server.
A check should be added to prevent the consumer replica type from becoming a farm
server. The checking function must be able to recognize the type of selected replica. The
information would be then compared to the selected new replica type. If the superior replica
is a consumer node, then the preparation process must be terminated immediately and the
administrator must be warned via proper error message. Currently there is no function
capable of distinguishing the replica types thus a new function for that purpose must be
implemented.
If the target replica is supposed to be read-only, then the generation of SSL certificates
for HTTP service on the target replica is useless because the read-only replicas does not
deploy any HTTP server. Therefore the step of generating SSL certificates for the HTTP
service becomes optional and it is supposed to be executed only for the read-write replicas.
There is also a second option for dealing with the preparation stage of installation pro-
cess. The specification of replica type could be moved directly to the ipa-server-install
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script. Although such a solution might spare some lines of code it is suffering from a signif-
icant drawback – the creation of Kerberos principal for the read-only replicas. The section
6.3 clearly states that during the installation of each FreeIPA server a Kerberos principal
is added for the replica and also a keytab is generated for the main services (namely the
directory server, KDC and HTTP). The same result can be hardly achieved on a read-only
replica because the principal could be properly added only via a command executed against
a kadmin server. The kadmin server writes the new principal via ipa-krb plug-in directly
into the database which is an instance of the 389 DS in this case. Therefore another way
of adding the principal into the directory server database must be discovered.
The problem might be solved either directly on the read-only replica during the instal-
lation process or the necessary records and files could be pre-created and transported to
the target replica. The first solution requires the write operations to be redirected to the
correct read-write server while the redirection is being handled by the directory server itself
or by the executioner of the write operation what is the ipa-kdb plug-in in this case. The
redirection is very important not only for the preparation and installation stage but also
for the ordinary usage of FreeIPA too. Comparison and evaluation of both methods for
the purpose of deploying them in FreeIPA environment are described in one of the next
subsections. Finally the way of pre-creating the principals and generation of keytabs on
a master server during replica preparation was chosen.
Main reasons for choosing the pre-creation option are the existing infrastructure in
FreeIPA that can be extended to meet the requirements and possible speed up of the
installation process. Without pre-generated keytabs it takes a long time to initialize the
Kerberos instance on the target replica. Creating the principals on target replica should be
doable but it can not bring any improvement into the entire installation process until the
rest of replica preparation stage is completely wiped out.
In order to pre-create a replica several steps must be done during preparation stage:
• Create DNS record for the new host
• Add new host
• Get keytab for the host
• Add services for the new host
• Get keytabs for the services
The creation of a DNS record for the host is optional. It becomes mandatory only
when the FreeIPA is in control of a DNS server. In the next step a new host aka new
replica is added into the FreeIPA environment. This step comprises of creation of a new
principal for the replica and of storing the necessary records into directory server. After
successful creation of principal his keytab shall be obtained in order to be packed into the
replica information file. Process of adding the services for the new replica is identical to the
preceding step. The services to be added are directory server and KDC. Also the service
for DNS on the replica should be added in case the DNS server gets ever set up on the
replica. After successful creation of services their keytabs shall be handled the same way
as the host keytab.
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7.4.2 Installation of a replica
Installation process continues by executing ipa-replica-install script on the target replica.
The installation process for master nodes remains unchanged. Modifications are affecting
only installation of the new replica types while the process is almost identical for both hub
and consumer nodes. Any differences in installation process between the hub and consumer
will be mentioned. The set of options that either must or could be specified to the script
remains unchanged. Reading the content of replica information file must be modified so
that it is possible to obtain the replica type, farm server address and the keytabs for the
replica itself and its services.
With the knowledge of replica type it can be decided which steps or options are forbidden
from running or using. If an option for installing Certificate Authority was set, then the
script must prevent Certificate Authority server from being installed on a read-only replica.
Also the HTTP and Kerberos master server must be prevented from being installed on
a read-only replica.
Installation of FreeIPA’s components begins right after the parsing and validation of op-
tions that has been provided both by the user via command parameters and via the replica
information file. If a component is mentioned in this section, it is always meant to be
a component that shall be installed on a read-only replica unless explicitly stated different.
Configuration of components that belong only to read-write replicas shall not be triggered.
All of the components have in common that the service they are representing is registered
during the final stage of component configuration. The way of registering the services is
described in 6.3. The question is how to represent the new replicas. Either they can be all
stored in the existing masters container or a new containers should be created. Usage of the
existing container does not demand any significant changes in the code but it also does not
enable distinguishing the replica types. The containers are used as some sort of list providing
only the information that the replica exists and that some services are deployed there. The
other option of creating a new containers keeps the existing functionality of containers but
in addition to that enables the replica types to be easily distinguished what shall be used
by the check and validation functions. Thus the way of adding new container was chosen.
Adding the new containers should have impact mainly on the checking and configuration
tools like ipa-replica-manage where the search operations would have to be extended to
cover all containers.
Directory server instance First and most important component to be installed is the
directory server. The so called common part of directory server configuration should remain
unchanged because it sets up the default schema and plug-ins that should be identical on
each replica. There shall be only a minor change – the above mentioned new containers
for replicas are being added in the common part. They must be also added on the master
server. The next part that is responsible for configuration of the entire replication is going
to be a key point.
Besides already required data the configuration of replication requires the knowledge
of replica type and the hostnames of both the farm server and master server. Farm server
and master server might be the same machine. The way of installing master replicas must
remain unchanged to keep the integrity with older versions of FreeIPA. Configuration must
reflect the replica type. For hubs and consumers the configuration process must omit some
steps mainly those that are configuring the hubs/consumers side of replication as the other
master side. Since completing this step it is supposed that all the write operations that are
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performed over the domain’s suffix are going to be forwarded to the master server as soon
as the replication is set up.
Due to the possibility of hubs deployment it is necessary to grant a proxy right to the
selected replication manager over the domains suffix on the master server. Hubs shall
be configured to be able to handle the proxying of requests by configuring the necessary
controls. Setting up the changelog, configuring the controls and different values of a few
attributes in replica records are the only steps that make differences between hub and
consumer configuration.
Many configuration settings are written into the database when bounded as a Directory
Manager. Such writes are restricted by chaining to be forwarded to master server and they
are executed locally only thus the changes have effect on local database only and remains
unknown to the rest of FreeIPA environment. This must be overcome either by using
referrals or by executing the write operations directly on a master server. The problematics
of referrals were already discussed in 7.3. The second option should be easily implementable
because both the address and directory’s manager password of the master node are known
to the installation script, therefore there is no obstacle in connecting directly to the master
server and execute the write operation there.
During the last part of directory server configuration the LDAP service must be reg-
istered in the corresponding replica container what shall allow the FreeIPA control script
to run or stop the directory server instances when an adequate command is issued. The
control script must be also adjusted to take into account the new replica containers.
Kerberos Kerberos is the second most important part of FreeIPA. Again, the way of run-
ning the configuration of Kerberos service on a master server shall remain identical to previ-
ous versions. The configuration for both hub and consumer is identical. The configuration
shall be modified to omit the creation of principals and shall use the pre-generated keytabs
instead. When the KDC is running on a replica, the installation process continues with
modifying the replication bind method so that it uses SASL/GSSAPI method together
with TLS. The introduction of replication using GSSAPI is relying on multi-master repli-
cation, therefore it must be modified to take into account that the hubs and consumers are
configured for a one-way replication only.
Question is how to deal with kadmin service. From the point of view of the installation
process it is a separate component but its presence on a replica has direct impact on
the Kerberos service being offered to clients. kadmin is necessary for password changes
and modification of principals. If the kadmin is installed it should work the same way
as on a master server because the write request should be forwarded to master server.
The capability of forwarding password changes is exactly what is demanded for read-only
replicas on the other hand the modifications of principals should not be allowed on read-only
replicas because it is mainly an administration task.
It could be tried out to omit the installation of kadmin entirely. The replica’s KDC
would then work in slave mode what means that it can issue tickets only and the write
operations are forwarded to master server. This solution can be tried out to confirm whether
the client is able to handle such a KDC. Otherwise it will be necessary to configure the
clients to use different server for the kadmin related purposes. More on the changes of client
configuration can be found in 7.4.3.
Other services The rest of the services that are being deployed on read-only replicas are
described briefly in the following paragraphs because they are either not affected by any
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change or the changes are minor compared to directory server and Kerberos configuration.
Minor changes are documented in the chapter about implementation.
NTP From other services only the NTP must be installed. Installation of NTP re-
mains intact and regarding the thesis topic the only important information is that the NTP
service remains highly crucial for entire FreeIPA environment, it shall be still installed on
each replica and the installation process remains unchanged. Without NTP the read-only
replica might not be able being installed due to a possible clock skew that would prevent
Kerberos from obtaining necessary tickets for the replica.
DNS DNS service needs to reflect the change in keytabs generation for replicas. Each
replica information file shall contain also a keytab for the DNS service. The component
responsible for DNS configuration must be able to obtain the keytab and use it during the
installation. This change affects all replicas including the master one.
Another change reflects the reduction of deployed services on read-only replicas. DNS
server shall not add the following SRV records for the read-only replicas:
• kerberos-master. tcp
• kerberos-master. udp
• kpasswd. tcp
• kpasswd. udp
Not adding these records for read-only replicas allows the clients in the FreeIPA domain
to distinguish from the DNS which server is the master and which is a read-only replica.
This might have some impacts on the discovery function that are used by the clients during
installation 7.4.3.
Admin tools Tools for administrators allows the users to read and modify the entries
that are managed by FreeIPA. Performing any modification shall be disabled on the read-
only replicas. Question is how to deal with the read operations. Disabling them is not
a big problem because the users are still able to lookup the information directly in the
LDAP database. Also the email clients and other applications demanding some identity
information are usually capable of reading the information from the LDAP. Thus keeping
the admin tools with limited functionality might only bring confusion to the users.
Under these circumstances the admin tools shall not be used against read-only replicas.
It is still possible to change the configuration on any client to specify a master server as
a main IPA server what would grant it all the necessary functionality or a web UI on
a master server could be used as well.
7.4.3 Client installation
Also the installation of client is affected. It shall offer a new option for specifying a hostname
of a server that should be used for client enrolment. When there were only the master
replicas available the discovery function that was crawling through the DNS could easily
select one server and use it as both a superior server and an enrolment server.
Read-only replicas are breaking that unity of server functionality. a situation might
occur when the client is supposed to use a read-only replica as its superior server but the
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enrolment must be done against a master server. Therefore the client installation script
shall be able to not only read the value from the command line options but also to be
able to obtain the correct information from the DNS records. This requires the discovery
function to focus on kerberos-master. udp SRV records because they are marking the
FreeIPA master replicas. The previously used kerberos. udp SRV record shall be still
used for looking up all KDCs in the domain. Also the origin behaviour of distinguishing
the FreeIPA servers in DNS that is based on search for a ldap. tcp SRV record shall be
kept but it shall not be sufficient for recognizing the server as a master server.
The set of services that are available on the read-only replicas also does not allow the
clients to use the admin tools if the read-only replica is configured as a client’s master
server. Clients that need to use the admin tools must connect themselves to the master
replicas only. For purposes of the password change and related operations the client might
be configured to use a kadmin server that is different from the master server.
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Chapter 8
Implementation
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the implementation details of the design that
was proposed in previous chapter 5. The description is focusing not only a final solution
but also describes the ways that led to it including the revealed death ends. The sequence
of steps being described is similar to previous chapter. The chapter begins with description
of the new feature of pre-generating keytabs during preparation replicas. Then it continues
with description of replica installation process. Main focus is paid towards the setting up
of replication what proved to be a though problem. Additionally the changes to other
services are described. Description of implementation of new features in client installation
process follows. Last section is briefly mentioning the development related problems that
were encountered.
8.1 Modifications of ipa-replica-prepare
ipa-replica-prepare is an entry script for creation of a replica in FreeIPA environment.
First thing to do is to tell the script that the new replica should be a read-only one. It
also must be distinguished whether the replica should be a hub or a consumer. Therefore
two new command line options were created: --hub and --consumer. These options are
forbidden to be used at the same time. If no option is specified, then it is supposed that
the new replica shall be a read-write replica. Current hostname of the master where the
script was executed is used as a master host name. The installation of replica will be run
against this server.
One more option must be added: --farm. This option is used for defining the server
that should be superior to the new replica what means the farm server shall be pushing
updates to the replica. If not specified then the master server’s hostname is used. It is
necessary to prove that the specified farm server really exists and also to prevent a consumer
server from becoming a supplier of data for other replicas. a new auxiliary function called
get replica type was created for obtaining the replica type. The gathered information
are then evaluated and the installation is terminated when the farm server does not exist
or when the farm server is a consumer replica. Gathering and evaluating of information is
done by the check farm server function.
More significant extension of the script is the ability to pre-create a host entry for the
new read-only replica together with the records for each of the replica’s services. an ex-
isting FreeIPA infrastructure is maximally used for that purpose. The process of creating
a new host and obtaining the keytab for him is handled by a function add replica host.
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New host is created by a command that is available in FreeIPA’s API – ipa host-add.
The command is followed by a call of ipa-getkeytab what is a function for retrieving
Kerberos keytabs. There must be explicitly stated the principal name in following format:
host/hostname@realm. The keytab is then saved directly into the directory which is later
packed into the replica information file.
A very similar steps are used for adding the services and generating the keytabs what
is handled by function create principals. Creation of principals for services is done via
another API function – ipa service-add. The keytab is obtained by the same way as in the
case of host principal, just the principal name is in different format: ldap/hostname@realm
(example for a directory server principal). Result of the function call must be carefully
watched and in case of any failures a clean up session must start. During the clean up all
the newly added service principals are removed. The host principal is removed as well. So
are the generated keytabs.
8.2 Modification of install scripts
Next script in row to be modified is the ipa-replica-install with all the components it
uses. The script option remained unchanged. But internally a several new options appeared
that are parsed out of the replica information file. Most important are the options that
posses information about the replica type and about the farm server. Each of the services
that should run on the replica has its own configuration component that is executed by
the replica installation script. Though the information about replica type and farm server
must be propagated to the component. Most of the components has a function with name
create replica or with similar name and for similar purpose. The information about
replica type is provided to the components as a parameter of that functions. If no value is
passed, then the default replica type is chosen – master.
The crucial part of replica installation is the configuration of data exchange between
the replicas. Setting up the replication agreements from supplier to the consumer is already
present in FreeIPA because the multi-master replication is in fact a cross-replication between
two consumers. For read-only replicas the scripts must be modified so that only one side
of replication is the supplier. Setting up a hubs is more challenging as this feature is not
available in FreeIPA.
8.2.1 Configuring replication
As stated above a vast of existing functionality is used. It is only necessary to correctly
distinguish the replication sides. It must be prevented from configuring the consumer
node to push any data to the supplier. The replica entry on consumer must have set
the correct replica ID of 65535, the replica type must have the value of 2 and the flags
must be set to zero what means that the replica can not write to changelog. Without any
further configuration the replica will use the default option for handling write requests –
the referrals.
Referrals handling Although the design chapter 7 states the chaining option should
be used some experiments with referrals were committed. First problem appeared with
the ldap mod function which is mainly used for adding configuration data into directory
server during installation. It just takes prepared ldif file, replaces special symbols for
a specified values that were provided via dictionary and then uses the external application
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– ldapmodify. Because of the fact that the referrals are widely not support even the official
LDAP tools refuse to handle them. It is up to the user to read the answer a decide whether
to follow the referral or not. If the user wants to follow the referral, he must do that on his
own by running the command again while using the address received in the referral.
Therefore a simple response parser was created and wrapped around the call of the
ldapmodify command. If the return code is 14 what means referral, the parser gets the
address and tries to execute the same command just with different address. Following
referrals might end up in a loop. In order to prevent such situations a counter is used for
counting the number of hops. The default number of hops was set to 10. Reaching the
maximal number of hops results in a failure of the entire operation. It enables modification
of the entries in domain suffix to be successfully committed on the master node. But
there is another problems with referrals that prevents them from deployment in FreeIPA.
Main reason are the directory server and Kerberos plug-ins. They are used by different
applications for different purposes thus implementation of the referrals support would mean
modifying each one of them separately. Second problem is related to the way how the
plug-ins bind to the directory server. Currently they are binding via system socket while
authenticating with the Kerberos ticket what complicates rebinding to any referred address.
Chaining on consumers Second option for handling the referrals is using the chaining.
Chaining in 389 DS is provided by the chaindb plug-in. Basically the chains are only
a database links but the 389 DS offers a sort of a plug-in that is called chain on update
(described in 5.1.2). The standard setting of a replica remains even in case a chaining
was selected. It is caused by the fact that the directory server is still keeping a local copy
of a database that is being periodically updated via pushes from supplier servers while the
chaining is used only for handling of the write requests. Each suffix that should be chained
must have a configured chaining database as shown in 8.1. The backend is configured to
forward the write request via simple bind operation using the common Replication manager
bind DN. This way the chaining should be configured in the meantime between finishing
the basic replication configuration and configuring the Kerberos to run on the server.
The chain on update plug-in must be enabled for the suffix. That is done by creating
attributes that specify the location of chain on update plug-in and a chaining backend to
be used for the suffix. The attributes are then inserted into the suffix entry as shown in
8.2.
The master server must be capable of accepting the write requests. a proxy permission
must be granted to the Replication Manager DN so that any user who demands a write
operation to be performed will bind as a Replication Manager to the server but his own
credentials will be used for authentication.
Limitations of chaining The basic configuration of chaining must be used for further
configuration of replicas until the Kerberos is set up and GSSAPI could be used as a bind
method. During this stage several entries are supposed to be added into the domains suffix.
Problem is that the installation process is binding as a Directory manager. On master
server it should not be a problem because the data would be pushed to the other master
server while with read-only replicas the chaining must take care of it.
But the chaining is not supporting the binds as a Directory manager. The first sus-
picion leads to the distribution function called repl chain on update which is specified
in 8.2. The repl chain on update function was wrapped and modified so that it could
have been still used in the old way or the part that redirects write operations committed
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# chaindb1, chaining database, plugins, config
dn: cn=chaindb1,cn=chaining database,cn=plugins,cn=config
cn: chaindb1
objectClass: top
objectClass: extensibleObject
objectClass: nsBackendInstance
nsslapd-suffix: dc=example,dc=net
nsfarmserverurl: ldap://vm14.example.net:389/
nsmultiplexorbinddn: cn=replication manager,cn=config
nsmultiplexorcredentials: {DES}U79U6QbjJ5sNUbhDl+/8Fg==
nsbindconnectionslimit: 3
nsoperationconnectionslimit: 20
nsabandonedsearchcheckinterval: 1
nsconcurrentbindlimit: 10
nsconcurrentoperationslimit: 2
nsproxiedauthorization: on
nsconnectionlife: 0
nsbindtimeout: 15
nsreferralonscopedsearch: off
nschecklocalaci: off
nsbindretrylimit: 3
nsslapd-sizelimit: 2000
nsslapd-timelimit: 3600
nshoplimit: 10
nsmaxresponsedelay: 60
nsmaxtestresponsedelay: 15
Figure 8.1: Chaining backend for hubs and consumers
changetype: modify
replace: nsslapd-state
nsslapd-state: backend
-
add: nsslapd-backend
nsslapd-backend: chainbe1
-
add: nsslapd-distribution-plugin
nsslapd-distribution-plugin: libreplication-plugin
-
add: nsslapd-distribution-funct
nsslapd-distribution-funct: repl_chain_on_update
Figure 8.2: Enabling the chain on update for the example.net suffix
by Directory manager was disabled. It turned out that this function has no effect on the
internal behaviour of the chaining plug-in. Any write operations committed on read-only
replicas failed with LDAP error 1 which is a sign for internal errors.
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aci: (targetattr =
’’
*‘‘)(version 3.0; acl
’’
Proxied authorization for database
links‘‘; allow (proxy) userdn =
’’
ldap:///cn=replication manager,cn=config‘‘;)
Figure 8.3: ACI for Replication Manager
dn: cn=config,cn=chaining database,cn=plugins,cn=config
changetype: modify
add: nsTransmittedControl
nsTransmittedControl: 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.18
nsTransmittedControl: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.29539.12
Figure 8.4: Controls for chaining backend on hub
To overcome these errors and allowing smooth installation all the write requests that
touch the suffix must be performed on a master server. In order to that the ldap mod
function that is responsible for storing the data in directory server during installation has
been modified. The DN of the entry to be added is evaluated and if the root part of the DN
is not the suffix itself (usually in such cases it is the cn=config DN), then the operation
could be executed locally. Operation on suffix must be executed on the master server.
Executing the modification on master server proved to be unreliable especially during
the installation phases when it usually took some time to push the information to the replica.
Other problem was occurring during the modifications of replication bind methods. During
these moments became the replica unavailable. This was causing problems during the last
stage of replica installation when the services were supposed to be restarted. Problem was
the list of services was stored in directory server and the server did not make it to obtain
the information before the reboot. After the restart the directory server was immediately
requested for the list of available services but the server was not able to provide that list
because it has not been replicated to it yet. Server was the shut down resulting in no
replication being finished what kept the replica inoperable forever. The situation was even
more alarming due to the fact that the content of the database was at its lowest possible
size. Therefore serious concerns arouse and a better solution had to be found.
The problem was solved by opening two connection during installation. One to the
master server and the other to replica itself (it was there even before). Any writes that
should have affected the suffix are committed to both servers so the data are available both
on the master server that can start replicating them to subordinated machines and on the
read-only replica that can start using them immediately. Although this solution might seem
incorrect it is perfectly working with 389 DS. Later when a correct replication is established
both the servers posses the same data. If there were any differences, then the master would
push his version otherwise the data are identical and they remain untouched.
Chaining for hubs Hubs are not so different from consumers. Therefore most of the
configuration of replication remains identical. The only difference is the forwarding of au-
thentication when a write request traverses the replication topology on its way to the read-
write server. The hubs must be configured to allow chaining of special controls. It could
be done by adding two attributes that provide OIDs of chaining controls. The attributes
must be added to the chaining backend configuration entry as shown in 8.4.
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Kerberos and replication After successful configuration of Kerberos all the replication
agreements and chaining backend configurations are modified to force using GSSAPI binds.
The Replication Manager’s bind DNs are removed from the configuration. Problem of GSS-
API lays in the inability of 389 DS to handle connection secured by both the GSSAPI and
TLS [18] what is a main way of securing replication in FreeIPA. This problem was confirmed
during the tries to configure the replication with GSSAPI support. Turning the TLS off is
not an option because it would downgrade the security level of the entire application. On
the other hand the client should not do any modifications on the read-only replica thus this
complication is not a blocking one.
Due to the reasons described in Design 7.4.2 the kadmin server is not deployed on read-
only replicas. It was supposed to overcome this problem by defining a different Kerberos
master server in configuration file. But any attempts to contact different replicas failed
due to the above mentioned problems with replication and also due to the fact that the
ipa-kdb plug-in that is responsible for translating Kerberos operations into directory server
environment is using binds via ldapi – accessing the directory server through a system
socket.
A solution was later found during a work on the FreeIPA client. The clients must be
properly configured and with the help of the right right records in DNS each of the machines
should be able to contact the correct master server for the purpose of changing the user’s
password. Detail could be found in next section.
8.3 Client
As was already state the installation of a client turned out to be an important part
of FreeIPA configuration. Whenever a password is supposed to be changed what can
be sometimes quite often (depends on company’s password policy) the client must con-
tact the kadmin server that is responsible for performing the modifications on the Kerberos
database. The default installation of FreeIPA configures the client to use the hostname that
is specified in configuration file /etc/sssd/sssd.conf in the domain section under the pa-
rameter ipa server. After a successful installation of a read-only replica the ipa server
value should contain the hostname of the read-only replica. Any password change requests
would fail.
The SSSD that presents the main part of the client is capable of defining alternative
Kerberos master servers. The option is called krb5 kpasswd. The environment must have
properly configure DNS zone in order to rely on these options. During the testing the client
was repeatedly failing to resolve the krb5 kpasswd hostname when the zone was controlled
by a simple dnsmasque DNS server.
Situation changed with deployment of the DNS that is shipped with FreeIPA that offers
properly configured zone containing the reverse records and special SRV records that enables
easily distinguishing FreeIPA master servers. Another important part to be adjusted was
the IPADiscovery class that is responsible for searching the DNS records and returning
the valid FreeIPA servers. Its functionality was modified in the ipadnssearchkrb function
that is capable of finding the Kerberos master servers according to proper SRV records in
DNS. These information are obtained when a search function is called and the client uses
them during the installation process.
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8.4 Development complications
FreeIPA is mostly written in Python programming language what makes work on it quite
comfortable in one way. Especially the handling of various parameters, strings or other
tools invocation is much easier than in a C like languages. But what Python seriously
lacks is a usable debugger. The quite commonly used pdb which is being run as an Python
module during debugging is far from the functionality of gdb for example. Even a bigger
complication is the way how FreeIPA invokes some of its tools. It calls them as an external
commands what makes it impossible to run a debugger on them. Therefore for example
a debugging of client installation on a replica consumes a lot of time.
Another problem is relate to the fact that most of the work must be done in installation
scripts. Testing the changes requires reinstalling FreeIPA over and over what usually ends
in a messed system after a while because it is not always possible to fully clean the system.
Also the time consumption related grows. Additionally a powerful computer is required in
order to crate a useful test environment that can run multiple virtual machines.
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Chapter 9
Evaluation
The implementation resulted in a prototype of FreeIPA with support for read-only replicas.
Both required types – the hubs and consumers can be handled by the FreeIPA installation
scripts. This chapter summarizes the new features of FreeIPA , evaluates the implemen-
tation phase and presents a way how to use them. Next section then describes existing
and widely used solution for identity management and tries to compare it to the FreeIPA
focusing on the support for read-only replicas. Lastly some ideas for further development
of read-only replicas support are mentioned.
9.1 New features and usage
The newly implemented prototype delivers a support for read-only replicas. Both of the
required types – the hub and consumer – are available. They were introduced carefully into
the existing FreeIPA environment so that the users should not be afraid of compatibility
issues. The recommendation for deploying a FreeIPA controlled DNS server became more
important as the read-only replicas and their client prefers a special SRV records for each
of the main services deployed on FreeIPA servers. Also a new options had to be introduced
into the installation script in order to enable configuration of read-only replicas.
Although the replicas offer only a read-access to the database, it was proved that de-
ploying a read-only replica is possible in FreeIPA environment. It is even possible to use
clients against these replicas. Also a way of configuring the clients to overcome the read-
only replicas limitations was found and implemented into the client installation script. This
means that the prototype is capable of being deployed in a real situation where it can help
with scalability issues in some internal networks. a possible use case is shown at 9.1. The
consumers are deployed there to reduce the load on master servers. All the read requests
are handled by consumers while the master nodes are responsible only for the write request.
9.1.1 Usage of the prototype
The usage of the prototype does not differ very much from the standard FreeIPA installa-
tion/replica preparation. Three machines are necessary to test the installation of hubs and
consumers. Each of the machines hostname must be a fully qualified domain name and they
have static IP address and be in the same network. Let’s use a network 192.168.1.0/24
with domain example.net. It contains three machines: master, hub, consumer with IP
address last octets values of 2, 3, 4.
Following steps should be done:
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Figure 9.1: A possible way of prototype deployment
1. Install the master server with DNS:
[master.example.net]# ipa-server-install --setup-dns
2. Get administrator credentials:
[master.example.net]# kinit admin
3. Prepare the hub:
[master.example.net]# ipa-replica-prepare --hub --farm=master.example.net
--ip-address=192.168.1.3 hub.example.net
4. Copy the replica information file to the hub:
[master.example.net]# scp /var/lib/ipa/replica-info-hub.example.net.gpg
root@hub.example.net: /
5. Install the hub:
[hub.example.net]# ipa-replica-install
/root/var/lib/ipa/replica-info-hub.example.net.gpg
6. Prepare the consumer:
[master.example.net]# ipa-replica-prepare --consumer --farm=hub.example.net
--ip-address=192.168.1.4 consumer.example.net
7. Copy the replica information file to the consumer:
[master.example.net]# scp /var/lib/ipa/replica-info-consumer.example.net.gpg
root@consumer.example.net: /
8. Install the consumer:
[consumer.example.net]# ipa-replica-install
/root/var/lib/ipa/replica-info-consumer.example.net.gpg
9.2 Comparison to MS Active Directory
Probably the most widely used identity management solution in the world is the Microsoft
Active Directory (further only AD). Althoug AD has gained a lot of features over the years
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of development and deployment across the world this text is focusing mainly on its server,
especially the read-only ones. Because AD is offering a read-only replicas since its the
release of MS Windows Server 2008. Some support for read-only nodes was also back-
ported to the previous version of Windows Server – the Windows Server 2003. The sources
of information about AD are [24, 26, 25] and author’s experiments with AD.
AD has a lot in common with FreeIPA. Both solutions tries to handle the identity man-
agement and both are based on similar technologies. FreeIPA’s background was described
in 6. The word Directory in AD name signals that AD is also based on a directory server.
It is LDAP v3 compatible directory server developed by MS. The authentication and au-
thorization is provided by Kerberos. It is probably based on the MIT Kerberos but there
are several indices that the protocol was modified a lot to offer a new features. Anyway it
still keeps the compatibility due to the GSSAPI and Linux client applications that need to
use Kerberos are able to work against AD.
The main server in AD is called Domain Controller (further DC). Several services could
be deployed there. Besides the directory server and Kerberos it could be for example a file
server or a web server. The DC contains a global catalogue – the full database of all users,
machines etc. in the domain. AD is capable of handling multiple domains. So can the
FreeIPA. But both solutions have a different attitude to Kerberos realms. While FreeIPA
is keeping everything in one Kerberos realm event across multiple domains the AD is offers
a separate realm per domain.
Additionally AD is extensively using various RPC calls. They can be recognized in the
network traffic but most of its communication is encrypted or carries non understandable
content. FreeIPA’s behaviour is not so uncommon because of its use of XML-RPC calls for
issuing various operations.
9.2.1 Read only replicas
AD offers the read-only replicas [26]. They are called Read Only Domain Controllers (fur-
ther RODC). The concept of RODC is to carry only a limited subset of information. The
directory server on RODC might contain information about all users in domain (a global
catalogue could be deployed on RODC) but it does not posses users keys. Whenever a user
is authenticating against the RODC, the RODC proxies the request to the DC. The same
situation happens when user request ticket for a service that is not deployed on the RODC.
Also the modification operation on the directory server database are forwarded to the DC
[25].
But there is an option to allow RODC to cache the keys of users and machines that are
authenticating against it. The principal whose key is supposed to be cached in RODC must
have set a special flag that allows it to be cached. But still any changes even a password
change or unlocking a locked account could be done only against a DC.
9.2.2 FreeIPA prototype vs. MS AD
The brief description of AD capabilities above shows that the support for read-only replicas
is on much higher level in AD. It offers a better security handling by not keeping the keys on
RODCs and enables proxying both the read and write request via the RODC. On the other
hand the possession of all keys by the read-only replicas as is done in the prototype helps
to significantly reduce the number of requests issued against the master server because the
authentication and authorization request are handled locally.
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The deployment of hubs in the prototype is also a feature that is missing in the AD.
AD must use its DCs to create replication chains and only the endpoints can be read-only
replica. That is an advantage of the prototyped solution that offers the users ability to
create a rich replication topology.
9.3 Further development
Evaluation of the outcome together with the comparison with MS AD reveals several topics
that would require an attention in the future. One of them is allowing the read-only replicas
to be installed in an environment with lower security level. That requires the FreeIPA to
not store the keys on read-only replicas by default and especially the Kerberos master
key shall not be stored there. In order to achieve this it should be necessary to operate
different Kerberos master key on each of the read-only replicas what would probably require
some sort of transformation of the keys when transferred between replicas and an extended
support for proxying of the users requests.
Also some changes will be necessary in the directory server. Due to the problems with
chaining it might be useful to solve the problem of chaining when GSSAPI+TLS is used
as a bind method. Next one of useful extensions is the partial replication based on LDAP
filters so that user can configure which parts of suffix should be replicated. That might be
necessary for correct work of the Kerberos extension mentioned in the paragraph above.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
This thesis was focused on extending open source identity management application FreeIPA.
First part of the thesis was focused on concepts of FreeIPA’s headstones – the LDAP
and Kerberos protocols. Special attention was paid to their implementation - the MIT
Kerberos and the 389 Directory Server. Knowledge of these technologies was a key for
further investigation on current status of FreeIPA and the ways of extending FreeIPA’s
replication capabilities. Understanding of FreeIPA’s concept was necessary for next steps
– the design and implementation of new read-only replicas.
During the work on the thesis it was discovered that the problems of read-only replica-
tion in scope of identity management applications are very complex and difficult to handle.
The FreeIPA was made with focus on multi-master replication only thus adding a function-
ality for read-only replicas was demanding sometimes but the main problems were discov-
ered in the backing services – the directory server with its support for handling chaining
operations and Kerberos with the very limited support for read-only replicas.
The task was not an easy one but it offered a lot of opportunities to learn a new things
beginning with the FreeIPA core services that must have been understood into detail con-
tinuing to security related topics and ending with the development that comprised of usage
of modern programming language, extensive usage of virtualization for the testing purposes,
building of large software projects and usage of distributed version control systems.
Despite all of the encountered problems a working prototype was created. The prototype
offers an ability to install the read-only replicas (both hub and consumer) and to configure
the clients to use these replicas for lookup operations. The new replicas are available for
deployment and could be used for scaling purposes reducing the load on read-write servers
by taking care of the read requests. The ability to deploy a hub replica even exceeds the
capabilities of rival solutions. Still, there is an open area for further improvement.
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